Patrimonito decided to go for a swim in the Great Barrier Reef, here he met his best friend Angel the fish.

One day whilst Patrimonito and Angel were playing at Angel's house, the coral, they noticed that the coral was starting to wither.

Angel and her family had to move all the time to try and find healthy coral to live in.

The coral was getting more sick and so was Angel and her family.
Angel, her family and the coral die. There is a very big funeral held.

Patrimonito gets very upset and angry and realises that all of his friends have died.

Patrimonito takes a piece of dead coral to his octopus friend - Doctor Octor.

Doctor Octor does tests on the dead coral and finds that pollutants in the water and rising water
Patrimonito visits the state member of Parliament to warn him and other people about the damage being done to the Great Barrier Reef.

Patrimonito starts a campaign with posters and protests to teach people about the negative effect of global warming and pollutants in the water.

Patrimonito travels inland and talks to farmers and advises them to use environmentally-friendly products.

People are starting to become environmentally-friendly by turning off lights at home etc.
Patimonito goes back to the ocean and notices a great change in the coral and the underwater environment. Many new fish families move into the coral and Patimonito makes new friends.